
Social Security: The Burden to Come 

by Frances Spring, Economist 

Several factors must be considered in the current debate about the economics and politics of the U.S. 
social security system. One is the actuarial soundness of the program. Will the system be able to pay 
benefits to future retirees out of current and projected surplus accumulations at presently legislated tax 
rates? Another is the ratio of workers paying into the system to those drawing benefits. When the baby 
boomers reach retirement age-starting in 2010 and peaking in 2030-will the relatively smaller working 
population face a disproportionate burden? 

A third factor is the use to which the accumulated M s  now in the combined social security trust fund 
accounts are being put. Currently, there are surpluses totalling approximately $63 billion; they are 
projected to increase to $12 trillion by 2030. An: these surpluses beiig used in a way that will minimize 
the burden of rising social security costs to future workers, or are they instead financing current government 
consumption and, until recently, being used to obscure the true size of the federal budget deficit? 

We will examine briefly ( I )  the history ofrhe social security system, (2)  the effect on the social security 
account balances of projected demographic changes, and (3) the s u r p l u s e h  their investment Meets 
the economy. We will describe some of the options ofered to solve the problems with the system and make 
some recommendations of our own. 

A BRIEF HISTORY 

The purpose of the Social Security Act of 1935 was to alleviate the poverty and high unemployment 
experienced by the nation's elderly. The plan-the first pension plan of its type in the United States-was 
designed to provide periodic benefits to workers upon retirement. By the time the first checks were issued 
in 1940, the act had been amended to include not only retirees but also their spouses, survivors, and 
dependents, and those disabled in the course of work. Therefore, what commonly is referred to as "social 
security" actually is a combination of several benefit programs, including old-age survivor insurance 
(OASI), disability insurance @I), and hospital insurance (HI). (In this paper we refer only to the first two, 
known as OASDI).' 

Until the early 1980s the social security system was financed on a pay-as-you-go basis--that is, the 
rate of the payroll tax levied to finance it was set at a level sufficient -to pay currently conferred benefits 

1 Sane analyses ilso include HI (part A of Medicare) andla supplementmy medical insurance (SMI, or part B of Medicare) in their 
cuminations of the d m r i f y  system. Although HI paymenu a n  mmbtocy and benefits entitled (as a n  those f a  OASDI), we do 
wt hclude than hen; such an inclusion would rcquin an exploration of the health can system, including the problems ud questions 
nkting to escllating medical m, which is beyond the rcope of this pnpa. SMI also is not included as its programs ue oeed based. 
and/or vduntary. 
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and administrative costs. Pay-as-you-go financing was suitable in the early years because the ratio of 
taxable wage earners to benefit recipients was high, and worker productivity was growing. These 
combined effects resulted in wage growth sufficient to fund the system without increasing the tax rate. 

In 1968 and in each year from 1970 to 1972, Congress increased benefits to compensate recipients for 
real wage gmwth and the erosion of benefits by inflation2 To avoid having continually to adjust benefits 
in this manner, the 1972 legislation included a cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) provision to index (tie) 
benefits to inflation; no threat to the trust funds was anticipated because wage growth-which provides 
additional income to the funds-had outstripped inflation since the 1950s.~ 

This comfortable state of affairs was short-lived, however: The oil shocks of the mid-1970s posed 
problems for the system. Rapid inflation resulting from spiraling oil prices caused benefit payments to 
expand (increasing outflows from the funds) at the same time that productivity and wage growth were 
slowing (reducing fund inflows). In addition, errors in devising the indexing formula caused benefits to 
rise more than intended by Congress. Congress responded in 1977 by revising the indexing formula and 
trimming benefits. Although Congress in part was rectifying errors, the public began to feel nervous about 
the soundness of the social security system. Public pessimism grew when shortly after the legislation 
passed, the system managers projected that in the long run the system would be in a deficit. (One reason 
was that the long-run projection period was increased from 50 to 75 years.) 

In response to both the long-run deficit forecast and the deterioration of public confidence. in 1983 
amendments to the Social Security Act raised payroll tax rates through 1990 in order to buiid up a reserve 
sufficient to handle the increased demand on the system when the baby boomers retire. (Subsequent 
legislation resulted in the additional increase scheduled for January 1,1991.) The 1983 amendments also 
stopped the practice of figuring the social security trust funds in the "unified budget" (the portion that 
reflects current expenditure and revenues--the most widely publicized portion of the federal budget) but 
until recently continued to permit them to be figured in the formula for calculating (read reducing) the size 
of the federal deficit to which Grarnm-Rudman-Hollings (GRH) cuts must be applied. 

PAYMENTS AND BENEFITS 

With few exceptions, nearly every person receiving wage and salary income must pay social security 
payroll taxes; the levy is deducted from the worker's pay, and the employer must contribute an equal 
amount. The tax is a flat rate levied on earnings of up to $5 1,300: Taxes are not imposed on nonwage 
benefits (such as health, dental, and dividend benefits), although for retirees, sumivors, and the disabled 

2 Matoa C Ekmncin md Joan B. Banrtein, S a d  Secwdy (New York: Basic Books. Inc. 1988). p 29. 

3 Ibid., p. 34. 

4 'Ihe cumntly imposad nte ia 6.2 pcrcmt cfgrau wage md salary income. [See Internal Rcvcnuc Servia, US. Depamnmt of Tmsury, 
YEmployer'~ Tax Guide," C i m h  C, Publication IS (Washington D.C: U.S. Govcmncnt Rinting Office, Jmuply 1990).] 'Ihe rate ia 
rchedukd to incruae to7.16pe-t oa Jllmuy 1.1991. An rddihnd 1.45 pe-t is kvicd md nmioed to the HI accounts. 
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who have "substantial income" in addition to their social security benefits, up to 50 percent of the benefits 
are subject to the federal income tax.' 

Because it is a fixed percentage of wage and salary income, the payroll tax is regressive; that is, workers 
at the lower end of the income scale pay a larger percentage of their income as payroll tax than those at 
the higher end. Having a cap on the income subject to the tax further inc- the tax's regressivity: As 
income above the wage cap goes up, an even smaller share of total income is paid in social security taxes 
than would be if there were no cap. 

The size of a retiree's social security benefit check depends in part on three factors: his~her average 
wage and salary income during the years in which earnings were at their maximum;6 a redistributional 
formula that results in those with average lifetime earnings below the national average wage receiving 
benefits constituting a larger pmportion of their former wage than those who earned an above-average 
wage (see Exhibit 1); and an established maximum and minimum? (The latter two adjustments offset 
some of the regressivity of the payroll tax.) Because benefit payments a~ indexed to inflation, any increase 
or decrease in their level results in real change. 

THE EFFECT OF DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS 
ON THE SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUNDS 

Two demographic trends of the last 35 years will have a significant effect on the social security system 
in the future. - Birth rates rose dramatically following World War 11 (creating the socalled baby boom generation) 

but have declined since the late 1950s and remained fairly constant since the mid-1970s. The birth 
rate (the number of children the average woman bean during her lifetime) peaked in 1957 at 3.7, 
falling to 1.7 in 1976, and stabilizing at about 1.8 since then8 - Average life expectancy has increased from 68.2 years in 1950 to 74.9 years in 1988? 

Based on these mnds, the decline in the ratio of payers (workers) to the number of benefit recipients 
is expected to continue for the next 75 years, the commonly used long-run pmjection period. When the 

5 Social Writy Admhhmh,  US. D.putment d Hulth ad Hunm Savicer, Social Sccwity Hardbook, 1988, 10th ed., SSA 
Publication No. 05-10135 (Wanhiqum D.C.: U.S. Govamneat Ria- O f k ,  Odaba 1988). p. 3. 

6 Ihe exact l~rmba d yun uud to can* hefits is by a f d  h t  taka into maridention the bcndiauy'r y u n  of 
birth ud retinment; eacb yur'r wage then is adjusted fa grwwd~ in the a;rtirml Nenge wage. 

7 Hemy A.m. Bury P. Boaworth. and Guy B&r. Con Amerim mbrd toCrow Old? (Washingtm, D.C.: 'Ihe Bmokhgs Institution. 
1989). pp. 28-29. 

8 Bemstein and Bemstein. Social Srcurity. p. 66. 
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Year 
1950 
1955 
1960 
1965 
1970 
1975 
1980 
1985 
1990 
2000 
2010 
2020 
2030 
2040 

EXHIBIT 1 

OM-Age Insurance Benefits for Retirement 
at Age Sixty-five, By Earning Level, Selected Years, 1950-2040 

(percent of previous year's earningsa) 

Average I%arnerb 
30.046 
34.6 
333 
31.4 
343 
423 
51.1 
40.9 
423 
41 3 
385 
38.1 
35.8 
35.8 

SOURCES: Background Material: 1987Eddion, p. 93; Sylvester J. Schiebcr, SocialSecwity: Pcrspzctivcr on P r e ~ r v i n g  the System 
(Washington. D.C.: Employee Benefit Research Institute. 1982). p. 26. for 1950 r r t e ~  and Socirrl Sccurify Bulletin, Annual Statistical 
Sqplemcnt, 1987, p 14. As reprinted in Aaron et al., Can America &fwd to Grow Old?, p. 28. 

'Fa single worlcers becoming entitled in January at age sixty-five, the sum of twelve monthly benefit payments divided by earnings m 
year pior to aritlanent Rates in 2010 and later yem adjusted to refled the rise in n d  retiranent age scheduled under the 1983 
sccial security amendments. 

%a the average earner. annual earnings in each year of the wok arccr arc assumed to be equal to avenge earnings in the economy. 
?he low earner is assumed to ~cceiveeamings ~ppmximately one-half those of the average umer. and the high eamcr to cam the taxable 
maximum earnings thmughout his career. 

first benefit checks were issued during the 19405, the ratio of the working-age population to the 
retirement-age population was 30:l; by 1950 it had fallen to 16:l; by the early 1980s it was 351. By 
2020-30, due both to lower birth rates and longer ljfe apectancy, the ratio is projected to fall to 2:1.1° 

Also, given the current tax and benefits schedules, the surplus in the OASDI trust fund will peak in about 
2030 (at $12 trillion); by 2050, excessjkmh will have been tdmsted, und d&cits will begin to accumulate 
(see Exhibit 2). 

The accuracy of these projections depends, of course, on the validity of the assumptions made in their 
calculation." The assumptions involve population growth, mortality rates, worker productivity, economic 
performance, and how the system's surpluses are used. 

10 Bemstein and Bemstein. Social Security. p. 70. 

11 lhc Social Security Administration projects revenues to and payment ftan the trust funds using a range of economic and demographic 
assumptions. 'Ihe pr0jeaicn.q cited throughout this report are baaed on 11-B, or "intermediate. pessimistic" assumptions. 
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Calendar Year 

1990 
1995 
2000 
2005 
2010 
2015 
2020 
2025 
2030 
2035 
2040 
2045 
2050 

EXHIBIT 2 

Projected Status of the Social Security ..- , 
(OASDI) Trust Funds, Selected Years 

(billions of dollars) 

Income 

$309.5 
447.9 
631.5 
8863 

1.237.9 
1,6863 
2.2262 
2,857.0 
3,590.7 
4,452.6 
5.470.6 
6.6743 

0' 

outgo 

$252.2 
3383 
446.8 
595.1 
825.8 

1,203.7 
1,775.4 
2.549.4 
3.524.4 
4,7033 
6.121.7 
7,%6.8 

0' 

End-of-Year 
Balance 

$211.9 
645.5 

1.409.4 
2,6325 
4.460.6 
6.730.0 
9.1243 

10.9962 
11,8375 
11,240.0 
8.840.4 
3,799.4 

0' 

SOURCE: U.S. General Accamting Office. "Thc Tmst Fund Reserve Accumulation, the Economy, and the Fedenl Budget," Repoa to 
the Chairman. Subamunitteeon SocialSccyrity and Family Policy, Cornminceon Finma, U.S. Senw.GAO/HRD-894(Washington, 
D.C.: GAO. January 1989). p. 50. 

NOTE. These are the 1988 pjedicms made by the OASDI t ~s teu  using 11-B ("intamediate pessimistic") assmnpticms. 

Ymst funds estimated to be exhausted. 

THE EFFECT OF THE TRUST FUND SURPLUSES 
ON NATIONAL SAVINGS AND FUTURE GENERATIONS 

In the late 1970s it became obvious that by about 2010 the decline in birth rates and the rise in the 
average life span would have a detrimental effect on the worker-to-recipient balance. Although social 
security had been financed on a pay-as-you-go basis, continuing to do so would raise the ante significantly 
for future generations of workers. To hold down future levies, the 1983 legislation scheduled a -gradual 
rise in the payroll tax so that a reserve (the trust surpluses) would a c c r u e - 4  grow through investment- 
to fund the retirement of the baby boom generation. At the end of the 1990 fiscal year (September 30), 
surplus reserves-which may be invested only in certain U.S. government securities and must yield a 
minimum rate of return equivalent to the average on all U.S. government issues-amounted - to ap- 
proximately $63 billion. 

The buildup of a surplus in the social security account has several appealing elements, the most 
attractive being the positive effect it can have on national savings (the amount of c m n t  income not spent 
on consumption). This is because the accumulation of the surplus is the result of an increase in (payroll) 
taxes, which reduced disposable income and consequently consumption. Assuming that government 
consumption does not rise (i.e., the deficit does not increase), the accumulation of the surplus will increase 
national savings. 
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An increase in national savings can fuel economic expansion because the surplus is used to purchase 
government securities, Since government securities are issued to cover the national deficit, if the deficit 
does not increase, the amount of such securities also will not increase, and their purchase with social 
security surplus monies will reduce the number of them available to nongovemment purchasers. Pur- 
chasers then must turn to private sector issuances, and, assuming that these issuances are used to increase 
the country's capital stock (capital goods are economic goods used in the production of other goods., they 
include factories, buildings, and machinery but usually not land and money), the nation's productive 
capacity is increased, resulting in economic expansion and higher national income. Higher income usually 
means more savings, that is, more money that does not have to be spent on current consumption. If the 
unspent income is used in ways that increase the nation's capital stock, it stimulates economic growth, and 
the cycle continues: The size of the economic pie expands and so does the size of everyone's share. 

A rise in national savings therefore will reduce the burden of social security on future generations. 
The increase in living standards (income) that results f m  economic: expansion means that the tax rate 
imposed on future w o h  to support a given level of social security benefits will not have to be as high 
as it would if incomes levels were lower. Therefore, the cost to today's workers of foregoing consump 
tion-that is, paying a little extra in taxes instead of spending it in order to accrue a surplusis offset by 
a higher standard of living and justified by a decline in the burden of the payroll tax on future workers. 

As is inevitably the case, there is a catch: Increasing national savings through accumulating and 
investing the social security surplus is contingent on a reduction in the size of the overall federal budget 
deficit. A rising deficit means current government consumption is increasing, nullifling the effect on 
national savings achieved when taxpayers forego consumption due to higher paymll taxes. In addition, if 
the deficit continues to grow, more and more government securities must be issued to cover the spendiig; 
because of the safe, guaranteed %turn of govemment securities, they attract investors who otherwise would 
put their money in the private sector. When the number of such securities grows, pu~~hases by the OASDI 
trust funds fail to reduce the overall amount available to the general public. Therefore, there is no increase 
in purchases of private sector securities and no corresponding rise in the capital stock If the investment 
of social security surpluses serves only to finance cumnt government consumption (for items such as 
defense, interest on the debt, and services), national savings will not rise, and taxes will have to go up 
again when baby boomers retire and claim their benefits. 

One other factor important in analyzing the burden on future workers is the expected productivity 
gmwth rate. (An improvement in productivity h p l y  means that more output is produced with less work. 
Productivity changes are a function of the size of the stock of capital, the skill and size of the labor face, 
and technological change.) The rate at which productivity expands will determine in large part the rate of 
growth in future living standards, and therefore the ability of fume generations to absorb the increased 
costs associated with the retirement of the baby boom generation 

If productivity is expected to expand at a fairly rapid pace during the next 20-40 years (due, say, to 
rapid technological advancement), then asking workers to forego spendiig today (because the tax rate has 
been increased in order to accumulate a surplus in the OASDI accounts) may not be justified. Rapid growth 
in productivity will result in higher future living standards, and income may rise enough to absorb the 
increased cost of financing growing benefit payments as the baby boomers reach retirement. 

Conversely, if pfoductivity is expected to expand only slauly, then foregoing spending today (and 
accumulating a surplus to raise national savings) becomes very important. If growth of productivity is 
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relatively meager, wage growth will be correspondingly low, and down the mad the living standard will 
not have improved enough to make up for the higher taxes that must be paid to finance retirement benefits 
to the baby boomers. In this case, the burden of the payroll tax on future generations will be heavier. 

To illustrate the importance of increasing national savings now so as to raise future living standards 
and reduce the burden of social security on future generations, let us examine how national productivity 
has changed since the inception of the social security system. After World War I1 productivity was high 
(from 1948 to 1953, output per unit of input grew by an average of 1.52 percent; from 1953 to 1964 it 
averaged 1.67 percent), which was reflected in the growth of wage and salary income. Beginning in 1964 
productivity slowed. From 1964 to 1%9 annual growth averaged 1.36 percent; between 1969 and 1973 
it slowed further, to 1.13 percent; between 1973 and 1976 tbere was a decline, with output per unit of input 
fallimg by an average of 0.66 percen~'~ Overall, between 1950 and 1987 labor productivity p w  by an 
annual average of 1.5 percent, although between 1977 and 1987 the annual average was only 0.9 percent. 
(Figures for 1988-89 are not available.) 

Given the sharp slowdown in productivity during the past 15 yem and the improbability of our ever 
again experiencing the rapid growth of the 1950s and 19% the impetus today for raising national savings 
so as to stimulate economic growth becomes even more urgent. 

ALTERNATIVES TO THE CURRENT SYSTEM 

Federal policy makers purport to be building up a large surplus in the social security system in order 
to prepare for the retirement of the baby boom generation The continual growth of the national budget 
deficit, however, results in the purpose of the surpluses being subverted: They end up fmancing current 
government expenditures rather than increasing national savings. When this is the case, the accumulation 
of the supluses represents an unjustified decrease in taxpayers' cumnt disposable income; it becomes 
even less justified in light of the regressive nature of the payroll tax. 

There have been myriad suggestions as to how the social security system should +changed to rectify 
the current situation Most include one or a combinarion of the following: changing how the surpluses 
are handled in the budget, privatizing the system, or returning to a pay-as-you-go fmancing scheme. 

Excluding the Accounts from Deficit Targets 

One suggestion offered to improve the social security system recently was enacted: The OASDI 
accounts no longer may be counted against the federal deficit for Gramm-Rudman-Holliigs deficit 
reduction target purposes. Until the passage of the FY 1991 federal budget agreement in late October, the 
social security trust fund accounts were treated two ways with regard to calculating the deficit: Although 
they were not figured in the unified (cumnt expemhture and revenue) budget, they were figured-on the 
plus side-in calculating the size of the deficit for the purposes of meeting the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings 
deficit target. The latter gambit, of course, had the effect of reducing the size of the deficit and thus the 

12 Edward F. Denim, Accounling for S l o w  Economic Growth: 7k US. u fk  1970's (W&gton, D.C.: 'Ihc Bmokings InstiMMa, 
1979), pp. 108-9. 
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size of the required budget cuts. Those who favored the change reason that its enactment will reveal the 
true size of the deficit, and government officials will experience increased public pressure to reduce it. 

Whether or not the OASDI surplus is included in or excluded from the budget accounts matters little 
in an economic sense-the size of the total budget deficit is what is of concern, because without an overall 
reduction in the deficit, savings cannot expand." But including the surplus in the GRH figure, the most 
often cited deficit figure, made the deficit look smaller and of less concern than it was. 

Privatization 

One of the most often cited remedies to the problems faced by social security (especially in relation 
to the budget deficit) is that all or a part of the system be taken out of govemment hands and turned over 
to the private sector. A related proposal is to allow some or all of the surpluses to be invested in private 
sector securities, such as corporate stocks and bonds. 

One current proposal to transform the social security system to a private pension plan has been 
introduced by Congressman John E. Porter (R-Illinois). Under this plan the system gradually would be 
turned over to the private sector by refundiig the surplus to workers in the form of special, tax-free 
"individual social security retirement accounts" (ISSRAs) similar to individual retirement accowlts 

(IRAs). The funds would be controlled to some limited extent by the individual and could be invested in 
corporate stocks, bonds, or govemment securities.14 Upon retirement, an individual's social security 
benefits would be reduced by the amount of money the worker already had received and invested in an 
ISSRA. Eventually, as the surpluses disappeared and the c w n t  system was eliminated, the entire social 
security system would become privatized. I .  one of his Business Week columns, political economist Paul 
Craig Roberts supports the idea that at least some of the social security revenues be converted to such a 
system, stating that it "would remove a portion of the benefits from the backs of future taxpayers and allow 
a corresponding reduction in the benefits payable by the 

While the conversion of the social security system to a private pension program has some appeal, it 
is not a panacea. First, privatization would not fare any better than a government-run program if the federal 
deficit continues to grow. If the funds were to move to the private sector, and the deficit continue to grow, 
the govemment would have to increase its bonowing to compensate for its lost payroll tax revenue, thus 
squeezing out private-sector investment and holding down national savings. 

Second, investing in government-issued securities means guaranteed mums (the federal government, 
no matter how serious the deficit, never will go broke), whems investing in the private sector offers no 
such guamtee. While the reward to investors for taking a risk in the private sector is a higher rate of 
return than offered on government issues, there is the possibility of loss. Permitting the investment of 
ISSRAs in corporate stocks and bonds could result in many investors (retirees) losing money. 

13 Aamn ct d, Can America Algord lo GrmvOId?, p. 121. 

14 Jeffrey H. Birnbaum md Midel McQuccq "Soa:d S6auity 'Refundr' Interwt Burh, Bentsen MuUs T u  Rise. Tied to Glinr cut," WoN 
Slrecr J o d ,  Jmuuy 25,1990. p A16. and Jdm Porter. *Let Wdax Own lheir Own Rctimcnt Fund." WollSfrcet J o d ,  Febnury 
1.1990, p. A14. 

IS Paul CRig Roberts. "It 's High Tune We Rctind the social Security TU Surplus." Business Week. January IS. 1990, p 13. 
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Privatization also would result in a wider distribution of income than under the current system. As 
mentioned, the payroll tax itself is regressive, but the benefits fomula counteracts this effect through its 
redistribution aspects. Benefits from a privatized fund no longer would be subject to such a fomula, thus 
increasing the disparity of income between high- and low-income households. 

If wholly privatizing the system is not acceptable, why not at least allow the government to invest trust 
fund monies in private issues, such as corporate stocks and bonds? The answer is the potential for disaster: 
If the public sector were permitted to invest sizable sums in the private sector, government conceivably 
could control large portions of the economy, possibly entire industries. The capability for political 
influence and its adverse effects may be too p a t  to be tested. Even with carell controls, the entry of the 
public sector into the private domain to such a large extent would have a massive effect on the market. 

Pay-As-You-Go Financing 

Fially, the argument is made that the system should return to pay-as-you-go financing. During the 
last days of 1989, U.S. Senator Daniel Moynihan (D-New York) introduced legislation to cut social security 
tax rates, refund the $63 million in surpluses, and start paying as we go. The plan was based on several 
factors, namely, that the surpluses are endimg up financimg current government consumption, and, in the 
absence of a decline in the federal deficit, the surpluses cannot add to national savings; without an increase 
in national savings, the current drain on personal spendimg cannot be justified. This is especially true in 
light of the fact that the growing level of current government spending is being fmanced by a regressive 
payroll tax. It was reasoned, therefore, that if the social security system isfunctioning as a pay-as-you-go 
plan, it should refund the surpluses and formally operate as one. 

The problem with pay-as-you-go financing is the burden it would place on future workers; Exhibit 3 
shows the estimated payroll tax increases necessary to finance such a system. In the absence of significant 
productivity growth, future wodcers would experience a lower standard of living, due both to the increase 
in taxes and the smaller share of total disposable income they would have relative to retirees. It must be 
remembered that social security benefits represent a claim on production: If the size of the economic pie 
fails to expand, then workers will have a smaller claim on the total pie than will retirees, thereby reducing 
the workers' standard of living. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Public Sector Consultants believes the social security system should continue to accumulate and invest 
surpluses in order to reduce the burden of higher future costs on future workers. To meet this objective, 
the effect of investing the surplus funds should be to raise national savings. 

First, we support the action taken to remove the trust funds from the calculation of the deficit used 
to meet GRH budget deficit reduction targets. The true size of the deficit in cumnt government 
spending can no longer be sidestepped, and this action increases the likelihood that public pressure will 
be brought to bear to reduce it. -. 
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EXHIBIT 3 

Social Security Payroll Tax Rates under Current Law, 
Pay-As-You-Go Financing, and a Periodically Adjusted Level Trur Schedule, 1986-2060 

Percent 

Adjusted tax 
3- 

..-*- Current law 
..a. .-.... ..- -..... ...a -. -. -*.. 

...* - -...*...- 0- 

Pay-as-you-go 

SOURCES: 1986 O W  Annual Repat, p 12; and Social Security Adminirurtion, OEfia of the Actuuy,  published data m support 
of 1986 OASDI ANucolReporl. As rrpinted from A m  a d.. CM America Afford to Grow OU?. p. 51. 

Second, national fiscal policy should aim to reduce the government deficit to no more than a 
small, constant share of gross national product; we suggest a range not exceeding 2-3 percent. This 
would stimulate national savings as the trust funds accumulate government securities covering greater 
proportions of existing national d&16 

Third, in addition to the social security surpluses W i g  allowed to accumulate, taxes automatically 
should be raised or benefits cut whenever the long-run (75-year) solvency of the trust funds is 
threatened.17 Amn et al. show (under various sets of economic conditions) that the size of the combiied 

16 For a thorough exmination of rhe defiat pmblan and ncommendrtions for p l i a e s  that could be implemented to .coomplish this task. 
we Robut Kkine. 'A Ropoul to Reduce the Federal Deficit and Debtn (Landing, Mi&.: Public Sedor Gnruhmts. August 17.1990). 

17 Solvency ofthe fund may be &tined rimplutidy as when pmjcded income to the fund (tuscd m inflows ud interest umings) is less 
than sane fixed pacentage of pmjaaed costa (benefit payments and administrative costs) during the following 75 years. 
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tax increases necessary to maintain long-run solvency (which they refer to as "close actuarial balance" 
and define as keeping projected income within 95 percent of projected costs) would be smaller, and their 
implementation more gradual, than under a pay-as-you-go f i d i n g  scheme. Furthermore, the surplus 
accumulation would be larger than under the cumnt finanding planla The higher tax rates necessary to 
finance a pay-as-you-go-system means a larger burden would be placed on future workers unless 
significant productivity gains are experienced, which is unlikely. In contrast, if the surpluses are allowed 
to grow and their effect is to increase national savings, smaller tax increases would be necessary. If the 
deficit declines, it is conceivable that someday it would be snaller than the system surpluses; in this case, 
the scope of allowable investments by the fund should be expanded to include certain other 
government-issued securities, such as FHA mortgages. This would ensure that sufficient no-risk 
securities are available to the private sector, preventing the flight of private capital to foreign markets. 

Finally, if the above recommendations cannot be implemented, the social security system should 
return to a pay-as-you-go program The cumnt surpluses are b e i i  accumulated at the expense of 
workers who must pay extra money into the social security system rather than spending it for other 
purposes; this can be justified only it if results in an increase in future living standards. If the surplus 
cannot be used in such a way as to increase national savings but instead is expended on rising current 
government spending, or if the federal budget deficit is not reduced, tax rates will have to inc~ase 
continually just to finance the growth in accumulated debt; this means cumnt wage eamers will forego 
even more current spendiig, and the burden on future generations will increase. A pay-as-you-go system 
would be no different, but the elimination of foregone current consumption, coupled with the regressivity 
of the payroll tax, justifies its reinstatement. 

CONCLUSION 

The social security system appears to be financially sound for at least the next 35 years. Even if this 
were not so, it is highly unlikely that the program ever will be allowed to collapse, rather, tax rates likely 
will be hiked in order to meet increased benefit requirements. In the absence of decreases in the federal 
budget deficit and or substantial productivity gains, the rise in tax rates will impose a heavy burden on 
future generations. This is especially true for wage eamen after 2010 when baby boomers being to retire. 

If the accumulation of a surplus in the trust fund accounts results in stimulating national savings, the 
resulting increased economic growth will lessen the burden on fuoure workers. Tax increases today then 
can be jded because the resulting expansion in production and productivity will result in higher future 
living standards, making up for m n t l y  foregone spending. A corresponding decline in the national 
deficit (to the point where it is eliminated or at least absorbs only a small, constant share of total GNP) 
also is necessary to stimulate increased national savings or productivity. 

While Senator Moynihan's plan succeeded in stirring up a hornet's nest on Capitol Hill, it failed to 
pass muster in Congress. Congressnan Porter's proposal and other alternatives are pending and likely 
will foment further debate, but no changes are expected soon. Changing the system and/or reducing the 
federal deficit would require considerable political courage. 

18 Aaron ad, Can America Mwd to Grow Old?, pp. 46-54 and ff. Undercurrent financing, the surplus m the trust funds will be dcpletad 
a r d  -30. Under an adjusted ntc uhcdde &signed to rmintlin solvency (which Auon a d. define as a ratio of incane to cats 
of 95 perant), here st i l l  would be su'plua funds m the amnmt beyond 2060. 
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